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Transferring Data through an Ethereum
Blockchain using Transactions

DNAtix Development Team – Internal Research

The DNAtix development team has conducted an internal test in order to perform a proof of
concept and technical research on transferring DNA sequences on a blockchain.
The trial test was conducted during December 2017 using the Ethereum Blockchain infrastructure
to store a full DNA sequence of the smallest virus known.
As part of the research and development that is being done by the innovative development team
at DNAtix, new technologies and solutions are being developed to be part of the DNAtix
Blockchain eco-system.
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Since the beginning of human culture, people traded valuables for exchange of money or other
valuables. Since the invention of credit cards, people found a way to store large amounts of
money. As time passed, the technologies to store money and spend money improved significantly
but so the tools and techniques to hack those technologies.
News about hacking another “wallet” technology terrifies people across the world. In some cases,
people got fired, companies went bankrupt, and money was taken from hard working people by
a group of hackers. Because of these incidents, people knew exactly who to blame – the
organization which wasn’t cautious enough to fix the vulnerabilities the hackers exploited, and
this logic is understandable – One company which holds all the passwords of all users as well as
personal information regarding those users, on one or more servers, held on another server that
coordinates their operations. Every server is a potential attack vector to obtain access and control
over the servers.
To fix the centralized issue, the cryptocurrency was invented. We will focus Ethereum on this
article. To fix the issue, Ethereum has a blockchain, which is basically a ledger. The blockchain
logs all transactions of Ether and can provide the current balance of an Ethereum wallet based
on its transactions history. The surprise of this blockchain is the location on which it’s stored –
everywhere. Every Ethereum user must store a fraction of the blockchain (as of today – more
than 470GB of data).

Forcing the users be part of the network will ensure every user donates to the integrity of a leechless network. With no specific address or target to attack, it is almost impossible to alter the
blockchain. With every transaction issued and logged, the user can optionally add data to it.
Imagine receiving money with a letter addended together. So, With an Ethereum transaction,
money and data can change hands. Then we could theoretically send data through the Ethereum
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network and it will be decentralized, broken to pieces and stored on many computers so it’s more
secured. So far it sounds great but there are some limitations on moving data through that
network:
-

Maximum data length is limited and varies on every new block created.

-

A fee is being paid for every Byte of data transferred through the blockchain

Before going any further let’s talk about Gas. Ethereum is the network, also known as the
blockchain. Ether (ETH) is the fuel for that network. When you send tokens, interact with a
contract, send ETH, or do anything else on the blockchain, you must pay for that computation.
That payment is calculated in Gas and gas is paid in ETH. You are paying for the computation,
regardless of whether your transaction succeeds or fails. Even if it fails, the miners must validate
and execute your transaction (compute) and therefore you must pay for that computation just
like you would pay for a successful transaction.
Gas is typically referring to Gas Limit or Gas Price. Because the value of ETH is too high, and gas
measure unit is much smaller, then instead of referring gas as a very small fraction of ETH (which
is the common range of price when referring to it) so gas is measured in Wei, which is one
quintillionth of ETH (1 Wei = 10-18 ETH).
The total cost of a transaction (the "TX fee") is the Gas Limit * Gas Price.
You can think of the gas limit like the number of liters/gallons/units of gas for a car. You can think
of the gas price as the cost of that liter/gallon/unit of gas. With a car, it's $2.50 (price) per gallon
(unit). With Ethereum, it's 20 GWEI (price) per gas (unit). To fill up your car’s "tank", it takes 10
gallons at $2.50 = $25. With Ethereum it takes 21000 units of gas at 20 GWEI = 0.00042 ETH.
Therefore, the total TX fee will be 0.00042 Ether.
The gas limit is called the limit because it's the maximum number of units of gas you are willing
to spend on a transaction. This avoids situations where there is an error somewhere in the
contract, and you spend 1 ETH....10 ETH....1000 ETH..... going in circles but arriving nowhere.
However, the units of gas necessary for a transaction are already defined by how much code is
executed on the blockchain. If you do not want to spend as much on gas, lowering the gas limit
won't help much.
You must include enough gas to cover the computational resources you use, or your transaction
will fail due to an Out of Gas Error. If you want to spend less on a transaction, you can do so by
lowering the amount you pay per unit of gas. The price you pay for each unit increases or
decreases how quickly your transaction will be mined.
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The data (hex representation of bytes) changes the total TX fee as well.
(21000 + 68 ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ_𝑜𝑓_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎_𝑖𝑛_𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠) ∗ 𝑔𝑎𝑠_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑇𝑋_𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇
For our experiment, we had to find a way to send a 5390 Nucleotides long DNA sequence using
a transaction while minimizing its TX fee. First, we found a way to compress and encrypt the
DNA to quarter of its length and implemented that way to a Python script.

Using this script, we expressed the nucleotides as hex represented binary ready to be addended
to the transaction.

Since the blockchain is too large for a consumer to download (and very time consuming), an
alternative that allow us to preform actions on the blockchain while not taking part of its gigantic
blockchain, is to connect to a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) endpoint. We used etherscan.io to
make the transaction. Using the easy-to-use UI and UX of MyEtherWallet.com, we imported a
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Keystore of an account with about 0.2 ETH. We created another Ethereum wallet to receive the
money and data.

The Website uses Etherscan’s API as well - First to check balances, connect to a wallet, calculate
the amount, estimate the gas required to successfully pull off the transaction, and queue the
request to the blockchain.
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We estimated the gas limit using the function above and added more gas to have a leeway and
prevent Out of Gas Error. We sent most of the account’s balance with the data of the virus.
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When the transaction was preformed, we waited and received a TX Hash on the blockchain.
Once TX Hash is generated, EVERYONE has access to the data we sent.

An important note regarding posting data on the blockchain: The data on the blockchain is public
and can be seen by everyone. It’s crucial to encrypt your data before sending it through the
Blockchain.
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